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Computational Issues
A three-dimensional constitutive model for muscle and tendon tissues is developed.
Muscle and tendon are considered as composite materials that consist of fibers and the
connective tissues and biofluids surrounding the fibers. The model is nonlinear, rate
dependent, and anisotropic due to the presence of the fibers. Both the active and passive
behaviors of the muscle are considered. The muscle fiber stress depends on the strain
(length), strain-rate (velocity), and the activation level of the muscle, whereas the tendon
fiber exhibits only passive behavior and the stress depends only on the strain. Multiple
fiber directions are modeled via superposition. A methodology for the numerical imple-
mentation of the constitutive model in a general-purpose finite element program is de-
veloped. The current scheme is used for either static or dynamic analyses. The model is
validated by studying the extension of a squid tentacle during a strike to catch prey. The
behavior of parallel-fibered and pennate muscles, as well as the human semitendinosus
muscle, is studied. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003741�

Keywords: skeletal muscle, muscle mechanics, tendon mechanics, biomechanics, finite
element modeling, constitutive modeling
Introduction
Skeletal muscle is the biological material responsible for the

roduction of force and the movement of the human body. Skel-
tal muscles exhibit both “active” and “passive” mechanical char-
cteristics. Whereas force-elongation or stress-strain relations can
e well defined for bones or ligaments, such relations are not as
traightforward for the case of muscle because of its contractile
roperties. The muscle fiber controls both the active and passive
ehaviors of the muscle. The active behavior is known to depend
n the fiber-length and velocity of contraction, as well as on the
ctivation level of the muscle, whereas the passive behavior de-
ends on the fiber-length, the velocity of passive stretching and/or
eleasing, and the calcium level. From a macroscopic “con-
inuum” point of view, this means that the stresses in the muscle
epend on the local strain, strain rate, and activation level.

The development of realistic constitutive models for the me-
hanical behavior of the muscle tissue improves our basic under-
tanding of the complex muscle function. Such models, combined
ith advanced imaging techniques �computed tomography and
agnetic resonance imaging�, form the basis for realistic simula-

ion of the human musculoskeletal system.
The available constitutive models for the mechanical behavior

f muscles can be divided in three main categories: �a� cross-
ridge models, �b� one-dimensional Hill-type three-component
odels, and �c� three-dimensional continuum models.
The one-dimensional character and the lack of consideration of

he microstructural muscle characteristics of the cross-bridge �1�
nd the Hill-type models limit their applicability to realistic three-
imensional muscle systems. In the last decade, several attempts
ave been made toward the development of more realistic three-
imensional constitutive equations for muscle and tendon �2–9�.

In the present paper, we develop a continuum constitutive
odel for muscle and tendon tissues using an approach similar to
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that of Liang et al. �9�, who developed a model for muscular
hydrostats. Muscle and tendon tissues are treated as composite
materials that consist of the fibers and the connective tissues and
biofluids surrounding the fibers. The stress in the muscle fiber has
an active and a passive part. The model accounts for the depen-
dence of the active fiber force on the fiber-length, fiber-velocity,
and activation level of the muscle, i.e., the active fiber stress is a
function of the fiber strain, strain-rate, and the activation level.
The maximum active fiber force appears at the so-called “optimal
fiber-length,” which is known to depend on the activation level.
The corresponding passive fiber stress depends on the fiber strain
and the activation level; when the muscle is not active, the fiber
stress depends also on strain-rate �see Eq. �3� below�.

The model accounts for the dependence of the optimal fiber-
length on the activation level, and includes both strain-rate and
calcium level effects on muscle fiber’s passive tension. The nomi-
nal muscle fiber stress �0

m is written in the form

�0
m = �0

m�act� + �0
m�pas� �1�

with

�0
m�act� = �max fafe��0

m, fa�fr��̇0
m� �2�

and

�0
m�pas� = � �max fp��0

m, fa�, fa � 0

�max fp��0
m�fpr��̇0

m�, fa = 0
� �3�

where �max is the reference stress, fa is the activation level,
��0

m , �̇0
m� is the fiber nominal strain and strain-rate, and

�fe , fr , fp , fpr� are the dimensionless functions.
The resulting constitutive model for the muscle is nonlinear,

anisotropic, and rate dependent �viscoelastic�. Tendons are treated
as passive materials in which stress is a nonlinear function of the
corresponding strain.

A methodology for the numerical implementation of the result-
ing constitutive equations in a general-purpose finite element pro-
gram �ABAQUS� is developed. The constitutive model is then used
to study the behavior of several muscle-tendon systems.

Standard notation is used throughout. Boldface symbols denote

tensors, the orders of which are indicated by the context. The
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sual summation convention is used for repeated Latin indices of
ensor components with respect to a fixed Cartesian coordinate
ystem with base vectors ei�i=1,2 ,3�. The preface “det” indicates
he determinant, a superscript T indicates the transpose, and a
uperposed dot indicates the material time derivative. Let a, b, c,
nd d be the vectors, A and B be the second-order tensors, and C
nd D be the fourth-order tensors; the following products are used
n the text: �ab�ij =aibj, �abcd�ijkl=aibjckdl, �a ·A�i=ajAji,
A ·a�i=Aijaj, �a ·A ·a�ij =aiAijaj, A :B=AijBij, �A :C�ij =AklCklij,
C :A�ij =CijklAkl, and �C :D�ijkl=CijpqDpqkl.

Mechanical Behavior of Skeletal Muscles
The basic function of muscle is its ability to produce force and

ts capability of active contraction makes it distinct from other soft
iological tissues. Muscles perform both dynamic and static
orks. Dynamic work permits locomotion and the positioning of

he body segments in space, whereas static work maintains body
osture and position.

The force developed by a muscle during contraction varies with
ts fibers’ length, velocity, and level of activation �10,11�. The
orce is also dependent on the fiber arrangement in the muscle
i.e., parallel, and pennate� and the fiber type �i.e., slow-twitch and
ast-twitch�.

Active force-length relations are obtained experimentally under
sometric conditions �constant fiber-length� and for maximal acti-
ation of the muscle. Isometric contractions are performed at dif-
erent fiber-lengths and the peak isometric force is measured at
ach length. These forces are then plotted against length and a
elationship such as that labeled “active” in Fig. 1 is obtained
12�.

It has been demonstrated that at very long and very short
engths, muscle generates a low force whereas at intermediate
optimal” lengths, muscle generates a higher force. At the micro-
tructural level, the force-length relationship illustrates that force
eneration in skeletal muscle is a direct function of the magnitude
f overlap between the actin and myosin filaments �13�.

Passive force is developed if a muscle fiber is stretched to vari-
us lengths without stimulation. In general, when the length of a
uscle fiber is less than the optimal, the passive force is almost

ero. The passive force increases as the muscle fiber is stretched
eyond its optimal length �Fig. 1�. These relatively long lengths
an be attained physiologically, and passive tension can play a
ole in providing resistive force even in the absence of muscle
ctivation. Apart from the intramuscular connective tissue �epimy-
ium, perimysium, and endomysium�, which adds to the elasticity
f the muscle, the large protein titin, which connects the thick
yosin filaments end to end, has been identified as the main

ource of this passive tension �14�.
Active force-velocity relations show the dependence of the

Fig. 1 A typical force-length relation for skeletal muscle fiber
aximum force a muscle can exert on the rate of change of its
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length. These relations are obtained for maximal activation of the
muscle and “optimal” fiber-length. Experimentally, a muscle fiber
is stimulated maximally and allowed to shorten �or lengthen�
against a constant load. The velocity of the fiber end during short-
ening �or lengthening� is measured and plotted against the resis-
tive force. A general form of this relationship is shown in Fig. 2
�12�.

From the mechanical point of view, the force-velocity curve
provides the relation between stress and strain-rate and defines the
“viscoelastic” properties of skeletal muscle for shortening and
stretch contractions.

The force-velocity relationship is obtained at “optimal” fiber-
lengths. That relation can be generalized for “nonoptimal” fiber-
lengths by using a relationship of the form �15�

F = f�v�g��� �4�

where F is the muscle force, f�v� is a normalized force-velocity
function, and g��� is a normalized force-length function.

Additional passive force-velocity characteristics are developed
when a nonactivated muscle fiber is stretched above its optimal
length and/or released �16,17�. When the rate of passive stretching
�or releasing� is increased, the material’s behavior becomes stiffer.

Force-activation relations show the dependence of the active
force a muscle can generate on the level of activation. The primal
role of activation level is to adjust the magnitude of the active
force. An interrelation between the level of activation and the
active force-length properties has been identified. It has been
shown that optimal fiber-lengths increase as activation decreases
�18,19�. The level of activation also affects the passive behavior of
a muscle, i.e., when a stretch is imposed on a contracting muscle.
Experiments with muscle fibers showed that calcium addition re-
sulted in titin-based tension increase and thus passive force en-
hancement �20,21�.

3 Brief Review on Tendon Mechanics
In contrast to muscles, tendons exhibit only passive behavior.

Their primal role is to transmit the force of their associated
muscle to the bone. The force-length relationship in uniaxial ten-
sion is of the form shown in Fig. 3 �22�. Three distinct regions can
be identified on the curve shown in Fig. 3.

In region I, known as the “toe” region, a nonlinear behavior of
the material is observed; this is caused mainly by the straightening
of the collagen crimp. In region II, known as the “linear” region,
the aligned collagen fibers are stretched until some of them start to
break. Further tendon loading increases dramatically the fracture
of the fibers �region III or “yield” region�. Stretching beyond re-
gion III causes complete failure of the tendon.

The force-elongation curve shown in Fig. 3 defines the corre-

Fig. 2 A typical active force-velocity relation for skeletal
muscle fiber
sponding stress-strain curve in uniaxial tension, which is then
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sed to specify Young’s modulus, the ultimate stress, and the ul-
imate strain of tendon tissue. The slope of the stress-strain curve
n the “linear” region is usually used to define Young’s modulus,
hich takes values in the range 1–2 GPa �23�. The corresponding
ltimate stress and ultimate nominal strain are of the order of 100
Pa and 4–10%, respectively �23�.

The Constitutive Model
The structural unit of skeletal muscle is the muscle fiber, which

s composed of parallel bundles of myofibrils. Each myofibril is
ivided longitudinally by the Z-disks into sarcomeres, which are
he basic contractile units of a muscle. The sarcomeres are also
esponsible for the passive properties of the muscle.

The structural unit of tendon is the collagen fiber. Tendons ex-
ibit passive behavior only.

Both muscle and tendon are essentially composite materials that
onsist of fibers and the connective tissue and biofluids surround-
ng the fibers. In the present approach, muscle and tendon are
iewed as anisotropic composite continuous media and a “homog-
nization” scheme is used in order to derive the constitutive equa-
ions that describe their mechanical behavior. The resulting con-
titutive models are nonlinear and the anisotropy is defined locally
n terms of the local fiber direction as described in the following.
he constitutive model for the muscle is also rate dependent and
ccounts for the influence of fiber contraction velocity on the
uscle force, as shown in Fig. 2.
At every material point in the tissue, the local direction of the

eformed fiber is defined by the corresponding unit vector m �Fig.
�. Let F be the value of the deformation gradient at a material
oint. Then the unit vector m at that point can be determined from

Fig. 3 A typical force-deformation relation for tendon tissue

ig. 4 Tissue fiber in the deformed configuration with its di-
ection defined locally by unit vector m. Also shown the fiber

tress �m acting on an infinitesimal fiber segment of length ds.

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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m =
1

�F · m0�
F · m0 �5�

where m0 is the unit vector that defines the orientation of the fiber
in the undeformed configuration.

We consider the Eulerian logarithmic strain tensor:

� = ln V � 	
i=1

3

ln �inini �6�

where V=
F ·FT�	i=1
3 �inini, the principal stretches �i are the

eigenvalues of V, and ni are the eigenvectors of V.
Let � f be the part of the strain tensor associated locally with the

volume preserving axial local deformation in the direction m of
the fiber. The change of length of an infinitesimal fiber segment of
original length ds0 can be determined in terms of the correspond-
ing stretch ratio �m:

�m =
ds

ds0
= 
m0 · FT · F · m0 �7�

where ds is the length of the infinitesimal fiber segment after the
deformation. The associated axial logarithmic strain in the fiber
direction is �m:

�m = ln �m �8�

The rate of change of �m can be determined as

�̇m =
�̇m

�m
= m · D · m �9�

where D is the deformation rate tensor defined as the symmetric
part of the spatial velocity gradient in the deformed
configuration.2

In the following, we use a kinematics approach similar to that
of Liang et al. �9� in order to describe the strain tensor in the
tissue. The corresponding volume preserving logarithmic fiber
strain tensor can be written as

� f = �mmm −
�m

2
�e1e1 + e2e2� �10�

where e1 and e2 are the unit vectors such that �e1 ,e2 ,m� form a
right-handed orthonormal basis. Taking into account that e1e1
+e2e2+mm=�, we conclude that Eq. �10� can be written in the
form

� f =
�m

2
�3mm − �� �11�

where � the second-order identity tensor.
The difference between the total strain � and the fiber strain � f

is associated with the connective tissue and the biofluids sur-
rounding the fibers:

�ct = � − � f �12�

In particular, �ct represents the extent to which the total strain is
locally not axisymmetric with respect to the fiber and is not vol-
ume preserving; i.e., it represents any area change transverse to
the muscle fiber due to a local volume change in the “composite”
material and any local transverse and axial shear relative to the
fiber.

If the fiber strain �10� were the only strain in the tissue, then the
corresponding local true stress tensor would be a uniaxial stress in
the local direction of the fiber �Fig. 4�, i.e.,

2Equation �9� leads to the more involved formula for the evaluation of �m, which
is used sometimes incrementally in computational mechanics: d�m

t
=m ·D ·mdt or �m�t�=�0m��� ·D��� ·m���d�, where t denotes time.

JULY 2011, Vol. 78 / 041015-3
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� f = �mmm �13�

here �m is the true stress in the fiber direction and depends on
he fiber strain and strain-rate as described in the following.

In the general case, additional stresses �ct develop due to the
eformation �ct of the connective tissues and the biofluids.

As a first approximation, we assume that the total true stress �
n the tissue can be written as the sum of � f and �ct:

� = � f + �ct �14�

here � f and �ct depend on the deformation of the tissue as
escribed in the following.

4.1 Constitutive Description of the Fiber Stress �m. The
ominal strain in the fiber �0

m is defined as

�0
m =

ds − ds0

ds0
= �m − 1 = exp��m� − 1 �15�

o that

�m = ln�1 + �0
m� �16�

he nominal axial stress �0
m in the fiber is defined in terms of the

rue fiber stress �m as follows:

�0
m = �m A

A0
= �mds0

ds
=

�m

�m
=

�m

1 + �0
m �17�

here A and A0 denote the current and reference cross-sectional
rea of the fiber respectively. In deriving the last equation, we
ook into account that, in view of the incompressibility of the
bers, A0ds0=Ads.

4.1.1 The Muscle Fiber Stress. The total nominal longitudinal
tress in a muscle fiber is a function of the nominal longitudinal
train �0

m, the nominal longitudinal strain-rate �̇0
m, and the activa-

ion level. Using an approach similar to that of Van Leeuwen and
ier �24�, who studied the mechanics of muscular hydrostats, we
rite a general expression for the fiber stress in the form

�0
m = f��0

m, �̇0
m, fa� �18�

here fa is the activation level of the muscle.
The force exerted by a muscle fiber has “active” and “passive”

haracteristics. The active part of the force depends on the activa-
ion level, the fiber-length, and the contraction velocity of the

uscle fiber; the passive part depends on the length of the muscle
ber, the activation level, and the velocity of the passive stretch-

ng and/or releasing.
The nominal longitudinal stress in a muscle fiber is written as

he sum of an active and a passive part:

�0
m = �0

m�act� + �0
m�pas� �19�

In the following, we use the force-activation, force-length, and
orce-velocity characteristics of muscle fibers mentioned in Sec. 2
o derive constitutive equations for �0

m. In deriving the constitutive
elations, we take into account the following:

1. The magnitude of the active force in the active force-length
and active force-velocity relationships �Figs. 1 and 2� de-
pends on the level of activation.

2. The active force-velocity relationship for the optimal fiber-
length shown in Fig. 2 can be generalized for all fiber-
lengths via Eq. �4�.

3. The optimal fiber-length depends on the level of activation
�Fig. 5�.

4. The passive tension is calcium-dependent �Fig. 12�.
5. The passive part exhibits viscoelastic behavior.

Following Van Leeuwen and Kier �24�, we write

�0
m�act� = �maxfafe��0

m, fa�fr��̇0
m� �20�
nd

41015-4 / Vol. 78, JULY 2011
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�0
m�pas� = ��maxfp��0

m, fa�, fa � 0

�maxfp��0
m�fpr��̇0

m�, fa = 0
� �21�

where fa is the activation level that controls the magnitude of
�0

m�act� and takes values in the range 0� fa�1, fe describes the
dependence of the active stress on the nominal longitudinal strain
�0

m and accounts for the variation of the optimal fiber-length on the
activation level, fr is the function that relates the active muscle
stress to the nominal longitudinal strain-rate �̇0

m, fp describes the
dependence of the passive stress on the nominal longitudinal
strain �0

m and the activation level, and fpr is the function that
relates the passive muscle stress to the nominal longitudinal
strain-rate �̇0

m. In the above equations, �max is the maximum active
isometric stress at optimum fiber-length and the functions
�fe , fr , fp , fpr� are all dimensionless and normalized so that

max
�0

m
fe��0

m, fa� = fe��0a
m , fa� = 1 and fr�0� = 1 �22�

where �0a
m is the value of the nominal strain that corresponds to the

optimal fiber-length at the activation level fa. In Eq. �20�, the
nominal fiber strain �0

m is defined relative to the optimal fiber-
length �0

m at full activation �fa=1�, i.e.,

�0
m =

�m − �0
m

�0
m �23�

where �m is the deformed fiber-length. According to the definition
of the optimal fiber-length �0

m and the normalization mentioned
above, we have that fe=1 when �m=�0

m �or �0
m=0� and fa=1.

Therefore, �0a
m =0 for fa=1, i.e.,

max
�0

m
fe��0

m,1� = fe�0,1� = 1 �24�

The functions fe, fr, fp, and fpr in Eqs. �20� and �21� are defined
based on the mechanical characteristics of the muscle fiber under
consideration. The functional form of fe and fr are obtained from
active force-length and force-velocity experimental data, whereas
the functional forms of fp and fpr are obtained from passive force-
length and force-velocity experimental data.

It should be noted that in our approach fe depends explicitly on
the activation state, since the optimal fiber-length �0a

m �the fiber-
length that generates the higher force� is known to decrease with
increasing activation �18,19�. Figure 5 shows a schematic repre-
sentation of the variation of the active fiber force with the fiber-
length at various activation levels.

The dash line in Fig. 5 indicates the location of the maximum
force on each curve and defines the optimal fiber-length as func-
tion of the activation level. Lloyd and Besier �25� suggested a

m

Fig. 5 Active fiber force versus fiber-length at different activa-
tion levels †26‡. The dash line indicates the location of the
maximum force on each curve.
relationship of the following form for �0a:
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�0a
m �fa� = �0

m + k�1 − fa��0
m �25�

here �0
m is the optimal fiber-length at maximum activation ��0a

m

�0
m for fa=1� and the constant k defines the maximum optimal

ber-length at zero activation ��0a
m = �1+k��0

m for fa=0�. Equations
23� and �25� imply that the maximum fiber stress appears at a
ominal strain level �0a defined by

�0a
m �fa� =

�0a
m �fa� − �0

m

�0
m = k�1 − fa� �26�

In our approach, fp depends explicitly on the activation state,
ince the passive tension of the muscle fiber is known to increase
ith calcium level �20,21�. We suggest a relationship of the fol-

owing form for fpa:

fpa��0
m� = fp��0

m, fa� = �1 + cfa�fp��0
m� �27�

here fp��0
m� is the function that relates the passive tension with

he nominal longitudinal strain �0
m at zero activation level

fpa��0
m�= fp��0

m� for fa=0� and the constant c defines the passive
ension at maximum activation �fpa��0

m�= �1+c�fp��0
m� for fa=1�.

4.1.2 The Tendon Fiber Stress. Tendons develop only “pas-
ive” stresses. The passive force depends only on the length of
endon fiber, and the total nominal longitudinal stress in a tendon
ber can be written as a function of the nominal longitudinal
train:

�0
m�pas� = �maxfp

tend��0
m� �28�

here fp
tend is a dimensionless function and �max is the reference

tress introduced in Eq. �20�. The tendon strain is defined by the
mount of tendon stretch relative to its resting, or slack length,
.e., the length at which the tendon begins to transmit force when
tretched �12�.

4.2 Constitutive Description of �ct. The stress �ct associ-
ted with the connective tissue and the biofluids surrounding the
bers is related to the associated logarithmic strain �ct through an

sotropic, linear hyperelastic equation of the form

�ct =
1

J
Le:�ct �29�

here J=det F and Le is the fourth-order elasticity tensor defined
s

Le = 2�K + 3�J �30�

ith � and � being the elastic shear and bulk moduli, respectively.
n the last equation, J and K are the fourth-order deviatoric and
pherical projection tensors defined by

J = 1
3��, K = I − J �31�

here I is the fourth-order symmetric identity tensor with Carte-
ian components

Iijkl = 1
2 �	ik	 jl + 	il	 jk� �32�

4.3 Summary of Constitutive Equations. The constitutive
odel developed in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2 can be used also for the case

f more that one muscle groups, where different fiber orientations
nd properties can be incorporated by superposition. In the case of

families of fibers, the constitutive model can be summarized as
ollows:

m�i� =
1

�F · m0
�i��

F · m0
�i�, � = ln V, � = � f + �ct �33�

� = � f + �ct, �ct =
1
Le:�ct �34�
J

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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� f = 	
i=1

N
�m

�i�

2
�3m�i�m�i� − ��, �m

�i� = ln �m
�i� �35�

�m
�i� = 
m0

�i� · FT · F · m0
�i�, �0

m�i� = �m
�i� − 1 �36�

� f = 	
i=1

N

�m�i�m�i�m�i�, �m�i� = �1 + �0
m�i���0

m�i� �37�

�0
m�i� = �0

m�i��act� + �0
m�i��pas� �38�

�0
m�i��act� = �max

�i� �fa
�i�fe

�i���0
m�i�, fa

�i��fr
�i���̇0

m�i��� �39�

�0
m�i��pas� = ��max

�i� fp
�i���0

m�i�, fa
�i��, fa

�i� � 0

�max
�i� fp

�i���0
m�i��fpr

�i���̇0
m�i��, fa

�i� = 0
� �40�

The above constitutive model is nonlinear, rate dependent �vis-
coelastic�, and anisotropic; the anisotropy is defined in terms of
the local directions of the muscle fibers in the deformed configu-
ration, i.e., the aforementioned unit vectors m�i�.

5 Numerical Implementation of the Constitutive
Model

The constitutive model developed in Sec. 4 was implemented in
a finite element program. In view of the nonlinearity and the rate
dependence of the model, the finite element solution is developed
incrementally. The constitutive calculations are carried out at the
element Gauss integration points. At a given Gauss point, the
solution �Fn ,�n ,�0

m�i� �n� at time tn and the deformation gradient
Fn+1 at time tn+1= tn+
t are known, and the problem is to deter-
mine ��n+1 ,�0

m�i� �n+1�.
The constitutive calculations at the Gauss points are carried out

in the following order:

Vn+1 = 
Fn+1 · Fn+1
T = 	

i=1

3

�inini �41�

�n+1 = ln Vn+1 = 	
i=1

3

ln �inini �42�

�m
�i��n+1 = 
m0

�i� · Fn+1
T · Fn+1 · m0

�i� �43�

�0
m�i��n+1 = �m

�i��n+1 − 1, �m
�i��n+1 = ln �m

�i��n+1 �44�

mn+1
�i� =

1

�Fn+1 · m0
�i��

Fn+1 · m0
�i� �45�

� f�n+1 =
1

2	
i=1

N

�m
�i��n+1�3mn+1

�i� mn+1
�i� − �� �46�

�n+1
ct = �n+1 − �n+1

f �47�

�̇0
m�i� =

�0
m�i��n+1 − �0

m�i��n

t

�48�

�0
m�i��n+1 = �0

m�i��act��n+1 + �0
m�i��pas��n+1 �49�

�n+1
m�i� = �1 + �0

m�i��n+1��0
m�i��n+1 �50�

�n+1
f = 	

N

�n+1
m�i�mn+1

�i� mn+1
�i� �51�
i=1
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�n+1
ct =

1

det Fn+1
Le:�n+1

ct �52�

�n+1 = �n+1
f + �n+1

ct �53�

here �i
2 and ni are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respec-

ively, of the left Cauchy–Green tensor Bn+1=Fn+1 ·Fn+1
T .

The constitutive model is implemented in the ABAQUS general-
urpose finite element program �27�. This code provides a general
nterface so that a particular constitutive model can be introduced
s a “user subroutine” �UMAT�.

The “implicit” version of ABAQUS is used, in which the finite
lement formulation is based on the weak form of the equilibrium
quations, the solution is carried out incrementally, and the dis-
retized nonlinear equations are solved by using Newton’s
ethod. The Jacobian of the equilibrium Newton-loop requires

he so-called “linearization moduli” of the algorithm that handles
he constitutive equations; these moduli are defined in terms of a
ourth-order tensor C that relates the variation of stress �� to the
ariation of strain �� over the increment under consideration:

�� = C:�� �54�

he derivation of C is lengthy and the details of the derivation are
eported in Ref. �28�. Here we note that C can be approximated by

C � C f + Cct �55�

here

C f = �1 + �0
m���0

m + G�H + �mA �56�

Cct =
1

J
Le:I −

3

2
H +

1

2
�mm −

3

2
�mA� − �ct� �57�

ith

H = mmmm �58�

G = �1 + �0
m� ��0

m

��0
m +

1


t

��0
m

� �̇0
m � �59�

Aijkl = 1
2 �	ikmj + 	 jkmi�ml + 1

2 �	ilmj + 	 jlmi�mk − 2Hijkl �60�

n Eqs. �55�–�60�, all quantities are evaluated at the end of the
ncrement under consideration, i.e., at t= tn+1.

It is noted that the fourth-order tensor C f has both the “minor”
nd “major” symmetries, i.e.,

Cijkl
f = Cjikl

f = Cijlk
f = Cklij

f �61�

hereas Cct has only the minor but not the major symmetries, i.e.,

Cijkl
ct � Cklij

ct �62�

t should be noted though that use of the symmetric part of C in
he Jacobian maintains the asymptotic quadratic convergence rate
f the Newton scheme.

Applications
The developed constitutive model is used to study computation-

lly the behavior of several muscle-tendon systems.
First, the extension of a squid tentacle during the strike to catch

rey is simulated. This problem is studied in order to validate the
eveloped code and compare the predictions with available ex-
erimental and computational results. The tentacle of a squid con-
ists of a group of muscle fibers in a mass of connective tissue and
ts constitutive description has the same form as that of skeletal

uscle �9,24�.
Model problems that involve skeletal muscles are also consid-

red. The behavior of a parallel fibered and a pennate muscle is

tudied. The model is used also to study the behavior of the hu-
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man semitendinosus muscle. In all problems, the muscle fibers are
assumed to have their optimal length in the undeformed configu-
ration, i.e., �0

m=0 at the start of the analysis.
The finite element calculations are carried out using the ABAQUS

general-purpose finite element program �27�. In the case of the
squid tentacle, dynamic analysis is carried out, whereas the skel-
etal muscles are studied under quasi-static conditions. The geo-
metric nonlinearities of the problems are taken into account, i.e.,
the “finite strain” version of the code is used. Three dimensional
four-node tetrahedral or eight-node hexahedral elements are used
in the calculations. In all analyses, the correctness of the reported
results is verified by carrying out mesh convergence studies. The
local directions of the muscle fibers are defined as initial condi-
tions at all Gauss integration points in terms of the local unit
vectors m0.

6.1 Extension of a Squid Tentacle. This problem has been
studied experimentally and described in detail by Van Leeuwen
and Kier �24�. A computational solution to this problem has been
given by Johansson et al. �4� and Liang et al. �9�.

The tentacle can be separated in two parts: the stalk and the
club. The stalk contains all the muscle activity, whereas the club
follows passively stalk’s activity. The extension of the tentacle is
due to the activation of its extensor muscles, which are arranged
in two orthogonal transverse groups. The contraction of the trans-
verse muscle groups in conjunction with the incompressibility of
the connective tissue causes the extension of the tentacle in the
axial direction. The outermost layer of the tentacle is filled with
longitudinal muscle fibers in the axial direction; these longitudinal
muscles cover 15% of the tentacle’s cross section. The passive
behavior of both transverse and longitudinal muscles is respon-
sible for the deceleration of the tentacular strike and finally its
termination. The passive stiffness of the longitudinal muscles af-
fects the amount of the final extension.

The stalk is modeled by using the constitutive model described
in Sec. 4. The activation function fa used in the calculations is

fa = �
0 for t � t0

�1

2
−

1

2
cos

��t − t0�
t1 − t0

�q

for t0 � t � t1

1 for t � t1

� �63�

where t is time, t0=0, t1=50 ms, and q=25.
The functions fe, fr, and fp and all material data for the stalk are

the same as those used by Liang et al. �9�. It should be noted that
fe and fp are independent of fa in this case. The passive stiffness
of the longitudinal muscles is four times smaller than that of the
transverse muscles �4�.

The club is modeled as passive, homogeneous, isotropic, in-
compressible, and linearly elastic, with a Young modulus 103

times that of the connective tissue.
A schematic representation of the finite element mesh of the

tentacle and the corresponding muscle groups are shown in Fig. 6.
Figures 7 and 8 show the evolution of the tentacle length and

the history of the velocity at the tentacle tip during a strike. The
results agree with those of previous works �4,9,24�.

6.2 Parallel-Fibered Muscle. A simulation of the behavior of
a parallel-fibered muscle is presented in this section. A muscle is
called parallel-fibered when its fibers are oriented in the direction
of the corresponding tendons. A simplified geometry of a muscle-
tendon complex is used. The geometry of the parallel-fibered
structure represents ideally the human biceps.

An axisymmetric geometry is used to model the parallel-fibered
muscle. The local orientation of the fibers in the undeformed con-
figuration is determined by interpolating between the correspond-
ing directions of the fiber on the axis of symmetry and the outer-
most fibers on the free surface of the muscle. The undeformed
configuration and the finite element mesh are shown in Fig. 9�a�;

the muscle-tendon interfaces are also shown in that picture.
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The constitutive model developed in Sec. 4 is used to model the
uscle tissue. The maximum active isometric stress at optimum
ber-length �max takes the value �max=300 kPa. The activation
unction fa increases linearly from 0 to 1 over a time period of 1
and remains constant and equal to unity after that. The consti-

utive functions fe��0
m�, fr��̇0

m�, and fp��0
m� are taken from the work

f Delp et al. �29� on human lower-extremity muscles; these func-
ions are shown in Figs. 10–12.

The variation of the optimal fiber-length �0a
m with fa in Fig. 10

s defined by Eq. �25� with k=0.15.
The variation of the passive tension fp with fa in Fig. 12 is

efined by Eq. �27� with c=0.4.
The linear hyperelastic behavior of the connective tissue de-

tentacle base (fixed)

stalk (muscled)

club (no activation)

tentacle tip

outermost layer
longitudinal muscles

inner region
transverse muscles

ig. 6 Up: Finite element mesh used in the calculations. Due
o symmetry, only a quarter is analyzed. The tentacle base is
onstrained in the axial direction and symmetry boundary con-
itions are imposed to the interior regions. Down: Cross sec-
ion of the stalk †9‡. Longitudinal muscles cover 15% of the
entacle’s cross section.
Fig. 7 Evolution of the tentacle length

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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scribed by Eqs. �29� and �30� is defined by Young’s modulus E
=15 kPa �5� and Poisson’s ratio =0.49995 �nearly incompress-
ible material�.

The tendinous tissue exhibits only passive behavior and is as-

Fig. 8 History of the velocity at the tentacle tip

Fig. 9 Parallel-fibered muscle. „a… Undeformed configuration.
„b… Concentric contraction. „c… Eccentric contraction.

Fig. 10 Dimensionless function fe versus ε0
m adopted from

Delp et al. †29‡. The variation of the optimal fiber-length �0a
m with
fa is considered in the model.
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umed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly hyperelastic
ith Young’s modulus E=100 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 
0.49995.
The parallel-fibered muscle is analyzed during concentric and

ccentric contraction. In both cases, the activation function fa is
pplied for 1 s and one tendon end is constrained in order to
liminate the possibility of rigid body motion. For eccentric con-
raction, an additional displacement is applied at the other end so
hat the muscle-tendon structure increases its original length by
5%.

Figure 9 shows the corresponding deformed configurations at
he end of the calculation t=1 s. In both cases, the maximum
alues of the von Mises equivalent stress �measure of shear
tresses� and of the hydrostatic stress �measure of normal stresses�
ppear near the muscle-tendon interfaces, which indicates that
hese regions are the most susceptible to injuries.

The axial strain in the muscle fiber direction �m varies nonuni-
ormly in the muscle volume �Fig. 13�. During concentric contrac-

ig. 11 Dimensionless function fr versus ε̇m
� = ε̇0

m / ε̇max, where
˙ max=5 s−1

†29‡

ig. 12 Passive muscle fiber force-strain relationship adopted
rom Delp et al. †29‡. The variation of the passive tension fp with

a is considered in the model.
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tion, the maximum compressive fiber strain �m appears at the
central region core of the muscle and its value is about 70% larger
than that of the outer region and about 300% larger than that of
the muscle-tendon interface �Fig. 13�a��. The opposite is true in
eccentric contraction: The maximum tensile �m appears at the
muscle-tendon interface and its value is about 300% larger than
that of the central region �Fig. 13�b��.

6.3 Pennate Muscle. A muscle is called pennate when its
fibers are oriented at an angle relative to the tendon. A simplified
geometry of a muscle-tendon complex is used. In the current ap-
plication, the muscle fibers are oriented at an angle of 45 deg
relative to the tendon. Figure 14�a� shows the tendon and muscle
parts and the finite element discretization. The material properties
for muscle and tendinous tissues are the same as those of the
parallel-fibered muscle analyzed in Sec. 6.2.

The pennate muscle is analyzed during concentric and isometric
contraction. The duration of both contractions is 1 s. For concen-
tric contraction, the one tendon end is constrained in order to
eliminate the possibility of rigid body motion. For isometric con-
traction, both ends of tendons are fixed so that the total length of
the muscle-tendon system remains constant during the analysis.

Figures 14�b� and 14�c� show the corresponding deformed con-
figurations at the end of the calculations �t=1 s�.

In concentric contraction, the fiber shortening is accompanied
by an increase in muscle thickness and pennation angle. Also, the
axial deformation of the fibers in the central region of the muscle
is larger than that in the outer region.

In isometric contraction, the muscle width is increased and the
corresponding increase of the thickness is much smaller than that
of the concentric contraction. The force transmitted to the muscle-
tendon line of action throughout the isometric contraction is two
orders of magnitude larger than that of concentric contraction.

6.4 Human Semitendinosus Muscle. The semitendinosus
muscle is placed in the thigh area between the pelvis and the knee,
and is part of the hamstring muscle group. The semitendinosus
muscle helps the extension �straightening� of the hip joint, the

Fig. 13 Contours of fiber strain εm in the parallel-fibered
muscle. „a… Concentric contraction and „b… eccentric contrac-
tion. The maximum values of εm appear at the center of the
muscle belly during concentric contraction and at the muscle
ends during eccentric contraction.
flexion �bending� of the knee joint, and the rotation of the knee.
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The geometry of the muscle is described accurately by using
ata from MRI scans. Figure 15�a� shows the finite element mesh
hat is based on the MRI data. The material data used for the
emitendinosus muscle tissue are the same as those used in Sec.
.2. The local orientation of the fibers in the undeformed configu-
ation is determined by interpolating between the corresponding
irections of the fiber on the outermost fibers on the free surface

ig. 14 Pennate muscle. „a… Undeformed configuration. „b…
oncentric contraction. „c… Isometric contraction.

ig. 15 Human semitendinosus muscle. „a… Undeformed con-
guration and finite element mesh. „b… Deformed configuration.
c… Contours of axial fiber strain εm „fibers that shorten are

hown blue….
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of the muscle.
The analysis is carried out for the eccentric contraction of the

muscle. The upper part of the muscle is kept fixed, the activation
function increases linearly from 0 to 0.10 �10% activation� in 1 s,
and the displacement of the lower end is controlled so that the
muscle structure increases its original length by 20%.

Figure 15�b� shows the deformed configuration of the semiten-
dinosus muscle at the end of the calculation �t=1 s�. The defor-
mation is such that the muscle is straightened at the end of the
calculation.

Figure 15�c� shows the contours of the axial fiber strain �m.
Despite the increase of the total muscle length and the limited
muscle activation of 10%, the upper part experiences shortening
contraction and resists the overall extension of the muscle.

7 Closure
The model presented herein can be used for the analysis of

muscle-tendon systems under dynamic or quasi-static conditions.
The mechanical properties and original orientations of the muscle
and tendon fibers are input data. As demonstrated in Sec. 6, the
model is capable of predicting the evolution of the muscle shape
due to isometric, concentric, or eccentric contraction. The stress
and strain fields that develop in complicated muscle systems are
also estimated via finite element calculations. Such models, used
in conjunction with imaging technology, improve our basic under-
standing of the mechanical behavior of human muscles and pro-
vide an important tool for the simulation of complex muscle sys-
tems.
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